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PREFACE

Local, State, and Federal Programs is a collection of eleven paper
selected from those presented at the 49th Annual International CEC Conven-
tion, Miami Beach, Florida, April 18-24, 1971. These papers were collected
and compiled by The Council for Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia.
Other collections of papers from the Convention have been compiled and are
available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Other collections
may be found by consulting the Institution Index of Research in Education
under Council for Exceptional Children or the Subject Index under Exceptional
Child Education. Titles of these other collections are:

DeafBlind, Language, and Behavior Problems
Diagnostic and Resource Teaching
Gifted and Developmental Potential in Women

and the Disadvantaged
Infantile Autism
Physical Handicap
Pre and Inservice Teacher Preparation
Specific Subject Programs for EMIts ond TMHs
Trends and Issues in Speck, Education
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Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded

T.K. "Toe Taylor
Joint Comission on Accreditation of Hospitals

Chicago, Illinois
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ACVnITATION °DUNCE. FOR FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

A CATEGORICAL COUNCIL OF THE JOINT COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS
645 N3rth Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Anril 1971

VOLUNTARY xCCREDITATION: WHAT AND WHY?

Accreditation is a means of idcntifyhig for the public institutions, facilities, or
agencies that m:et predetermined requirements for proviuing a high quality of care
or service. It not only protects the consumer by identifying for in high quality
facilities, but it also contributes to his well-being by helping those facilities
maintain high levels of service.

A voluntary accreditation pr^gram provides for the continuing and objc,.ctive outside
evaluation of services rendered, through a mechanism that minimizes domination or
interference and provides freedom to experiment and innovate on the part of the
facility, as well as freedom to refine and improve the mechanism and raise the
standards of measurer,ent on the part of the accrediting body.

The voluntary accreditation programs of the Joint Commission are based on the devel-
opment of nationally accepted, professionally valid standards and of procedures for
measuring :compliance with those standards, by which the quality of a facility's
program or services can be assessed.

Uniquely American, voluntary accreditation differs from, yet complements, government
regulationwhether that regulation be licensure or certification. Since accredita-
tion is not mandatory but is a process of self-regulation, the accrediting body does
not have the dual responsibility of evaluation and enforcement. It may, if it
ch^oses, provide evaluation only, or it may, as does the Joint Commission, provide
education or consultation services. For the facility, loss or lack of accreditation
brings with it professional or consumer, rather than legal, sanctions. Regulation,
on the other hand, grows out of public law and the regulating agency is responsible
to the public not only for determining whether the law has been adhered to, but also
for initiating action when it has not been. The agency must be both evaluator and
enforcer, snd the loss of a license, for example, is the loss of tr= right to do
business.
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From the point of view of the facility, the why of accreditation lies not only with
its importance as the identification of quality for the consumer of services. It

is also important as it relates to the accountability of Ciat facility to individu-
als and organizations that provide its financial support. Through the fact that the
facility is accredited, its supporters will know that their funds are properly used
and that the facility's goals are in keeping with the current philosophy of service.
For some facilities, the seeking or achievement of accreditation may make possible,
additional funds through government or private grants; for some facilities, it may
also lend support to its efforts in the area of legislation.

IMF PROGRAM OF THE ACCREDITATION COUNCIL FOR FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

In July 1969, the Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded was
organized to establish a national, voluntary program of accreditation to improve the
level of services provided all mentally retarded persons. In doing this, the Council
has established projects for developing standards and survey procedures for evaluat-
ing both residential services and comprehensive community services.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PROGRAM

The basic philosophy of the accreditation program is that services can and must be
provided to meet the developmenta: needs of the retarded person and to maximize his
human qualities, so that he ,i'ay live as noYral a life as possible. While the stan-
dards being developed do not describe a prototype nor mandate a model, they do call
for maximum flexibility and creativity in meeting the unique developmental needs of
each individual served. Facilities seeking accreditation, therefore, must show
evidence of the implementation of the stated philosophy in the services which they
rerder. Such evidence will be as persuasive a factor in the determination of a
facility's accreditation status as will compliance with any specific standard.

STANDARDS AND PROCLDURES

The development of Accreditation Council standanis is involving participatior by
representatives of professional organizations, of.government, and of the con',uriers
themselves. as well as by practitioners in the field. Once adopted, the standards

will be reiewed at regular intervals in order to keep them contemporary, clear,
comprehensive, and challenging. To do this, a percentage of survey fees will be set
aside for use in reviewing and upgrading standards and in enconraging their use in
education and consultation activities.

The procedures to be established for measuring compliance with the standards will
Include a self-survey, done by the facility's own staff, to be foliowed by a site
visit by surveyors of the Accreditation Council. Accreditation decisions will be
made by the Council, but it is important to emphasize that due process will be
observed.

ELIGIBILITY

Facilities will be eligible to apply for accreditation if they are licensed or
recognized by the appropriate state or federal agency, have been operating under the
same ownership for at least 12 months, and are primarily engaged in providing ser-
vices to the mentally retarded or have an identifiable unit providing services to
the mentally retarded. In the case of a unit for the mentally retarded. accreditation
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will be limited to that unit. To be eligible, the agency must also be willing to
participate voluntarily in the process of self-evaluation and in the site survey.
Such participation will include providing appropriate information as requested by
the Accreditation Council.

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ACCREDITV ON PROGRAM

Proposed standards for residential facilities fol. the mentally retarded have been
developed by 22 committees, representing all the r*.isciplines necessarily involved
in providing adequate services to the retarded and including the participation of
more than 200 individu.is and representatives of 45 national professional and
consumer organizations concerned with retardation. These standards, which are in-
tended to be applicable to all facilities--public and private, large and small- -
that provide 24-hour programming services, will be submitted in May for adoption by
the Accreditation Council. The development of survey and accrdittion procedures
will follow the adoption of the standards.

The development of standards fo.2 facilities providing less- than -24 -horn care
(standards for community services1 began in August, 1970, and the general outline
for organizing the standards into a useable format as been tentatvcly accepted.
Between now and the latter part of May, when the Technics( Advisory Committee (TAC)
to the Community Standards Project meets for the second time, the actual writing of
the standards will be progress. llie purpose of the May meeting of the TAC will
be to review the proposed materiel and to develop new concepts as appropriate. The

tentative time schedule for thr first draft of the Community Standards to be
written by late MI, then review( and fi(Id-tested for adoption in 1972. It is

expected that the project will be finished no later than March 1973, when accredita-
tion of comprehensive community services for the retarded will become a reality.

,.v.riONS AND ANSWERS

h will gladly attempt to answer both general and specific questions about the
Accreditation Council's program, either by distribution of bulletins such as this
one, or by letter. Your COITAChtS about the accreditation process are also solicited.
Please write to:

Kenneth G. Crosby, Ed.D.
Program Director, AC/FMR
Standards for Residential Facilitis

T. K. "Ted" Taylor
Deputy Program Director, AC/FAR
Standards for Community Services

If you wish to be on our mailing list to rc,..eive or be notified of materials as the./
become available, please clip and mail the ,:oupon below.

Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded
645 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Please add my name to your mailing list. I am especially interested in:

Standards for Residential Facilities

Standards for Commuaity Services

Address

Name

(include Zip CORY 9



JOINT COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION or HOSPITALS

ACCREDITATION COUNCIL FOR FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALL'r RETARDED

Face .Sheet

Puhpo&e: To establish a national, voluntary program of accreditation which will
improve the level of services prorided all mentally retared persons.

Organized: July, 1969 P4oghom 066ice Opened: January, 1970

Membot Otganizatiom: American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD)
American °sychiatric Association (APA)
Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
National Association for Retarded Children (NARC)
United Cerebral Palsy Associations (UCPA)

The Council is composed of two persons appointed by each Member Organizaticn.

Hatotieat 8ackpound:

1964 - AMID published "Standards for State Residential Institutions for the
Mentally Retarded," presenting minimal standards thought to be generally
attainable within five to ten years and to be useable as a basis for
future evaluation and accreditation.

1966 - AAMD's "Institutional Evaluation Project" applied the standards to 134
state institutions.

1966 - National Planning Cammittee on Accreditation of Residential Centers for
the Retarded organized by AAMD, APA, CEC, NARC, UCPA, and the American
Medical Association (a Member Organization of the Joint Commission).

1969 - Member Organizations of the National Planning Committee agreed with tne
Joint Commission to establish the Accreditation Council.

Standak4 ion Redidelltiat FaCA1Web:

- Developed by twenty-two comnittecs, repmsenting all disciplines necessarily
involved in providing adequate services to the retarded, including some 200
individ:tals and official representative& of 42 national pcofessional
organizations concerned with retardation.

- Intended to be applicable to all facilities--private and public, large and
small- -which provide 24-hour programming services.

- Designed to be relevant to both institutional and non-institutional models
for the delivery of residential services.

- focused upon the delivery to each resident of those cervices which will enable
him to attain maximum physical, intellectual, emotional, and social development.

- Incorporating the spirit of the Declaration of Genoral and Special Rights of
the Mentally Retarded and the Policy Statements on Residential Services of
NARC and the President's Committee on Mental Retardation.

- Expected to be adopted and published in 1971, and to be Followed by the
development of survey and accreditation procedures.

- To be continuously reviewed and revisnd to maintain currency with the best
thinking in the field.

10
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Standards pit Compuhmeive Community ScAvice4:

- Being dev.!l)ped in cooperation with AAMD and a Technical Advisory Committee

representing programs, organizttions, and disciplines serving the retarded.
- Will include the concept of community accreditation, with measures of program

effectiveness and follow-through as priority items.
Emphasizing the nec,.tssity of a comprehensive network of interrelated services
which meat all the needs of all retarded persons at all points in the life
span, utilizing generic services whenever possible, specialize-: services where
necessary.

- To in,Tlude 2rogrammatic standards which require the delivery system to focus
on the plan to maximize the human qualities of each individual.

- Intended to be applicable to all specialized services, generic agencies with
identifiable programs, ani planning aid coordinating agencies.
Expected to be adopted and published in 1972, with the development of survey
and accreditation procedures to follow.

- To be contthuously reviewed and revises to maintain currency with the best
thinking in the field.

Souhca oti Supwa:

- Federal grants for the development of standards for residential and non-
residential services.

- Contributions from each Member Organization.
- Contributions from the Joint Commission.
- Survey fees when the accreditation programs become operational in 1972-73.

Fok Fa/I-the/T. intiolunation:

Addte44 the Program Director
Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
645 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 6061l Telephone 312/642-6061

March, 1971
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Cooperative Implementation of Vocational Education
Programs for Handicapped Persons in Maryland

Charlotte Conaway
Maryland State Department of Education,

Baltimore

AN IDEA GROWS IN MARYLAND

In n63 an inter - divisional task force was appointed to bring together

representatives from each division, in the Maryland State Department of

Education, concerned with programs for handicapped or disadvantwd persons.

The purpose of the task force was to consider the implementation of Vocational

Education programs for handicapped and disadvantaged persons.

This task force, composed of representatives from the Division of

Instruction, Special Education Office, the Divisions of Compensatory, Urban,

and Supplementary Program, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Vocational

Education met often and worked diligentlyfirst to be,ter understand present

progr,ma in Special Education, Vocational Education, V)cational Rehabilitation

and Compensatory Education and then to determine how these all mesh together

to help handicapped persons become employable.

About this time the Vocational Education Amendments became law providing

financial resources specifily for Vocational EAucation for handicapped.

Guidelines were developed by the task force and distributed to each

local educational agency and each ..'.ate agency providing educational programs

for handicapped persons. The guidelines stressed a coordinated approach

to program development at the local level. The task force members worked

with their counter parts in the local educational agencies and encouraged

coordinated planning toward employment training for handicapped. The task

1 0



force subsequently served es the Raview Committee acid have reviewed all

program proposals for handicapped or disadvantaged.

VOCATIONAL. EXPLORATION EMPLOYMENT 7RATNINO

Because an idea 1...ew in Maryland a school for emotionally disturbed

and multi-handicapped has additional vocational education facilities and

is
are providing students opportunities to explore various employment area..

and obtain specifio job skills.

The Maryland School for the Blind has improved it's Vocational facili'ee

in order to provide student7 greater opportunities for exploring careers.

Some specific Job training is also provided..-piano tuning is one example.

Children in a school for trainable mentally retaaded are learning skills

that will assist them in obtaining employment in the competative work world,

or in a workshop setting.

Students in Special. Education schools in Baltimore have a greater variety

of employment training experiences svallrbIe to th.om. These educatioral

experiences in school are followed by a cooperative work experience program.

Handicapped students are participating in on-going vocational education

programs and are receivirg special assistance through a modified curriculum

or through individualized instructicnal programs.

An idea continued to grow and the Maryland Workshop for the Blind is

providing a more extensive training program. Mr. Simons, Vocational

Rehabilitation Supervisor at the Workshop explains the ttainJr7 program.

"Many chants who complete vocational evaluation at the Maryland

WOrkshop for the Blind select sewing as a future vocion. Sewing training

is divided into two levels. Level 0111 onsiets of the client learning to

sew on scrap material being cross trained on all machines using new material

while making personal items and then learning effective production techniques
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in a limited production setting. Level two consists of actual production

sewing. Here the client is placed in a real production setting and is paid

$1.20 per hour. He progresses at his own paco until he is earning $1.75

per hour at this time he can be considered a full fledged employee of the

workshop or he may seek competitive employment elsewhere in private industry."

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Through Special Education and Vocational Rehabilitation many handicapped

students have had work-study experiences, through Vocational Education

additional students were provided Cooperative Work Experience -- others have

received additional employment training prior to the work -study program.

Students in a school for trainable mentally retarded are gaining

employment opportunities in the public sector. Mks. gemsberg, Principal

and Mr. lama, Job Coordinator will dia.:qas what the students are gaining

from these experiences.

Mr. Pansa, "We have found that in order to better prepare our mentally

retarded to maintain themselves in competitive employment we need to provide

them with en on-the-job training program. The goal of this program is to

facilitate a mo.vo successful transition from school to eventual employment.

In a classroom program teaching unite on hsalth, safety, social development,

adjustment, grooming, family living, community living, and occupational

information are taught."

Mts. Remsberg, "ThA pupil that I am going to talk to you about is a

15 year old mongoloid boy. The neighbors on Cie street saw him as incapable

of performing any kind of task end really would call the scnool and suggest

that we push for hie institutionalization. After Bernard participated in

the work experience program as a custodian the concept of his neighbors

t
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changed completely. His rr.sighbors err asking him to rake their lawn

and to perform many other task throughout the neighborhood."

VOCATIONAL EVALUATION

An idea grew--and through the initiative of Special Euucators through

out the ztate the concept of Vocational Evaluation for seccndnry school

students developed. Five evaluation units were developedsome in mobile

facilities serving multi-county areas.

What are you attempting to accomplish tnrough VQcational Evaluation in

Baltimore County, Mr. Lixon?

"Our goal is to help the stulont identify that family (f occupations

that i.a boat suited for him. Best suited in the asnse that he has the interest,

ability, and aptitude to fpAction in a particular field of endeavor.

The process of evaluation centers about the ?WEB system. The components

of evaluation are psychoretrics.. work samples and the criticzA observation

of behavior. The emphasis of evaluation is on performance."

Mr. Mappin, Vocational Evaluator explains the 1.rogram in AllegaN County.

"The purpose of our vocational evaluation unit is to assess a students

physical, mental, and amotional abilities, )imitaticas and tolerances in

order to assist him .he home school in choosing the Vocational training

program that will be of most benefit for future employment. The evaluation

foneists of three parts' psychological testing, work sample testing, and

occupational awareness."

Vocational Evaluation is a concept that will continue to develop in

Maryland and is a program that requires the coordinated efforts of Special

Education, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Vocational Education to help

students and clients make career choices which will lead to success.
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We are fortunate to have Ur. Jean Hebeler) Department Chairman Special

Education at the University of Maryland serving on the State Advisory Council

on Vocational Education. Dr. Hebcicr challenges us to increase employment

training for handicapped persons.

"As a member of the Maryland ;tats Advisory Council on Vocational Education,

I aripleased to comment or, the progress pvde in our state in cooperative

programming in Vocational Education for Handicapped and Disadvantaged students.

A particular focus on the committee and staff and especially the sub -

committee on the handin:ipped and disadvantaged has been the extension of

experience to the exceptional individual. An interesting additional aspect

of the cocperative planning is the iovement toward an increased interface

between programs from different lev!ls of the professional community. For

example) during summer cession 1571 a cooperative pilot program for Vocational

Education teachers of handicapped and disadvantaged youth is being planned

for the city of Baltimore, Maryland.

In order to implement the requests) the Department of Industrial

Vocaticnal Education, Human Development Education) and Special Education

of the University of Maryland have developed the program and content fcr

Chia endeavor.°

The idea of Cooperative Implementation of Vocational Education programs

for handicapped persont will continue to grow in Maryland,

1 r,
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INFLUENCING LEGISLATIVE DECISION-MA
or, How to Fird Out Who Really Decidns

,'osepoine C. Haug land
University of Washington

Conventions an stimulating - and exhausting. My usual reaction is

that I'm goirg home and slay a few dragons - us soon as I have gotten a little

sleepy.

But the problem is that these days there are so many dragons that

need slaying in special education -- not to mention he world in general. So

many that people are getting weary and worn out. Enthusiasm and optimism

are becoming rare characteristics.

So before I tell you about another special education dragon -- the one

called "legislative involvement'', let me pass on to you some advice that has

helped me avoid those "evnry ba.. a is a losing one" blues.

First -- and most of you have done at least part of this -- investigate

a special education in a general way for a while until you feel you have an

overall understanding. Read, listen, and then discuss widely.

Second, examine your feelings and decide which aspect of the special

education scene worries and upsets you the most. You need to pick an area

that genuinely angers y "u, because at times it is the adrenalin produced by

anger that makes the difference between giving up and continuing to fight until

you see results.

Third. find out what groups or individuals are working In your chosen

area. (National. state, and local CEC can help you with this.) You maybe

satisfied helping the groups already acti-e with all the often tedious jobs required

in the battle for appropriate education for the exceptional child.



Fourth, you may want to take on more responsibility. Locate an

aspect of your chosen problem area that seems to he neglected. Become

a specialist in that one aspect. Learn all you can about your pet problem

and let alt other special education groups and individuals know you will be

available as a resource person. (CEC can help you do this, too.) You'll

save the rest of us a lot of time and energy. And in the long run you will

find a great deal of personal satisfaction in seeing results from :,our work.

Fifth -- and this Is probably the most cfitica! point. Chc.se your

speciality carefully. Devote your full attention to it. Then stop worrying

about all the problems you can't work on personally. Trust that some fellow

concerned human being will handle those areas you don't have time for. It

takes a !ot of work io become a valuable resoure person In any area. People

who have been around a while know that - and are suspicious of those who dabble

In every little brush fire. Let's each of us find Hs thing and do it well. That

way we will make a difference.

Let me tell you , now, how I found ay dragon. I was a member of

a small sminar under Dr. James Affleck in the Summer Quarter of l968.

We wanted to do something besides just talk some more. Aft 3r a couple of

sessions of considering how to effect real Improver-110M in special education In

our state, we were struck by our complete helplessness. There seemed to be

no way to actually accomplish anything!

So we decided to talk to the people that were accomplishing things -

or at le.ast were supposed to have the power to do so. We then found we

needed to locate the power structure -- the decision makers.

t r,



Our first expedition was to the state special education department

iu Olympia, -- our state capitol. We listened to the director explain in

great detail the advisory and consultive nature of the department. Finally

I coulin't stand it. I inquired, "But what If there is a school district that

has 5000 kids and absolutely no special education services?" "Well," came

the reply, "we wouldn't want to upset anyone by intruding where we are not

wanted. We must wait until they ask for help."

"Well,' I thought, "if this office has no power to see that what ought

to be done is , too many kids aren't getting the education they have a right

to." And that is why I am not still teachliw special ed kids. t could no longer

justify working for only a roomful of them a year.

The seminar continued. We interviewed separately two legislators.

One was on the education committee and one had been a school principal. We

also sent out questionnaires to 65 state senators and representatives. The level

of knowledge about special education was very close to nil -- although most responded

that they would like to know more.

We talked to a man from vocational rehab'lltat ion -- and found that there

were many different programs going, each with several funding sources and a

hodge-podge of often conflicting sets of rules for each program.

We talked to two local special education directors -- and found them to

have much different philosophies, prog-ams. etc.

We sent out questionnaires to 50 parents to find out their attitudes toward

special education programs. Their suggestions about how things could be improved

was wide-anging and lengthy.

1!)



A survey of approxinately 100 interviews vith educators disclosed that

those in the regular school program tend to believe that youngsters not neeting

with at least average success in the regular school program properly belong in

special education programs. Imagine ':undiug that percentage of children in

special education?

At the end of the quarter, we published a report under the auspices of the

Washington Federation of Chapters of GEC, of uhich Dr. Affleck was Legislative

Chairlan. It described some of our findings as I have mentioned, and it also

presented a survey of federal legislation pertaining to the handicapped, a few

statistics indicating the state of special education in Washington state, a

brief profile of teacher training programs in the state, and a review of state

legislation in Illinois, California, and Connecticut. We also presented

remilmndations for further study and action and f,r specific legislation.

This initial report caused quite a s'Ar. It vas roundly condemed in some

quarters - and used as a text at another college in the state. And our state

Ci)) Federation was dolighted to havo a report that had some heft to itt

Several things had bcco:o obvious to us during this time - alth-mgh

didn't put then in the report. First of all, ve just didn't kncra uncle to look

for inforciation. tiro have since found publication like "Education Code -

Washington State Cem:ron Schbols" published by the Washington State School Dinectorsi

Association and "Education in Washington" published by the Joint Comnitteo on

Education of the Washington State Legislature. At the federal level are such

things at "Education Legislation" and "Guide to 0E-AdAinikieled Prograns" - in

fact the US Government Printing House is a real - once you know ohat

to ask fort

And we didn't know what to loo for - another side of the tame pnlble,n.

7411:0 com-Attees, for instren. We kept trilTivg over more of the....4. County renthl
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hsalth-nental retaletation boards. A governor's ceilittee on nental retarchtion.

Advisoly cmnitteos for Title III and Title IV. The Joint Conittec on Dboation,

vhich I nentionad before. The State special education earectors' cluJociation.

A mviittes for special certification of specj.al education teachers that had

produced a proposcd draft 17or each :rear of its eleven years of existence,. In

fact, we are still finding conAttces - public and private, large and small. The

only thing that kept us Iron really gettinF; diccotwaLed - althou01 in many uays

it rakes the situation own worse - is that most of the time the coaitt.ecs didn't,

know about each othar either!

It had also Locime obvious that there vas no systen of accowitability in

the state. That's another thing we didn't say in our reporti Mcisions were

boini; r.-ids at the local level, individually and indepenently. Orr: county

clalued to havo a total of only six retarded hiAt;, a fact cinch nationuide statis--
tics and the lau of averages nokes absolutely -1:-Ipc.:sihlc. In se::e places a

76 IQ scole node a child ineligible for special education, while a 75 made him

ineligible for regulr yy:ourar,is. One man was responsible for the cpcnditlue of

VOL
$5 idllion a y(,ar - lath mir provisiou. for prograatic review.

The next, quar:: Va continued o,i - digging ausy - trying to fInd a botten

to the quiacand and locate a. solid base from rbich to begin building up. And

we never did find it. Ile found, instead, that vc never know all the facts

and that as soon as era knew ore, it changcd.

So we developed very large robbed feet and learned to cope. Those vho joined

us in succeding quarters expected to be proviecd uith lolowledgo and given clear

dimetions on what to do and how to do it. They vere badly shaken by the Yap°

descriptions of what. probably needed to to done - and the even more vague sugges-

tiens on hcu it might he pocf:ible to do it.. But they, too, learned to stay loos::

an] operate on thin ice.

21
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Ti -; second phase lasted thi.out11 tw) quer.tors, traaocl do.na the ri:levant

sections o; the rmicte consitution and the lawn, codes, :sales, and regalations -

every written thane, ne could Lot otu bonds on. We learned something about state

landing, too - the possible approaches to the ,1,,upport of special cducaticn,

the state Ilford-Oa', the subjective ari objectixe bases for al-mrdinc, funds. 1:e

compared this infor.-1,-.1tion from our state trith sir,il.ar infomation 1:e had collected

other stako.

And re began to study fecleral legislation more clorz.,1y. For the feocral

level is rthere state and local special educetioa is put in context and L;ivon

real r.eaninE,. tit':, 1 /LC I`C the Ge-4,ermental ItelcAms Unit exists - vith its

quantities of useful infonn2.t;ion made readily available. by their very collat..°

staff. And uhen people like Fred 'Weintraub, Al Abeson, and Elaine Trudeau call

Lou - for a chanue - and ask for inforoation, letters to D.C., or other assistance,

its molly satisfying to be able to cone through for then.

Fred has reds a good point, too, about the effects of federal involvement

on special education in the individual states. iloney is spent, on special

education instead of something clue - since there is only so much money oven

for matching funds. This ma:ces special education more politically imrortent.

AdAnistrative positions are moved further up are line. State schools and

hospitals add educational directors. And the increaser, for special cducatien

go On as federal prof; amo to deal with previously unserved children are taken

over by the states, and state plans of action - such as those required under

71+.1° VI of U5'-10 - are actually implemented.

To go alenp, pith all this gov:.:rrr.ezetal and financial inforvati on, re assembled

hoards of statistics - called so.-2ial inticators in p litical raience. Quantitative

rather than qualitittstic infor.:_-,tion, but accessible and ebjective. A sugF;ested

list of indicators is in the b00%)nt re have prepared. Tt ir:cluelE.1:-. ar

peree-ita.te of cchr)al population in ty)e.aial education, .::vo raga teache's salary as

conpar,-;c1 to rezular education, pupil-teacher ratio in slate instituti.,,.7.s etc.
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This type of infortiov: is most useful if obteined for each sch >ol district,

as well as for the state as a whole.

We began to make soe pdgments about vbxt was most noedod to effect an

improvement in special eduenion in Washington State. What we needed wore the

laws to get thonc things done. Our state laws vore perrisive - they allowd

things. What wo neoded were reniatovy laws that required things. The "MVO

should be replaced with "shills ".

Our second r,-,port is short and makes much more specific legislative recom

mendatIons. POW our search for the power structure was because we felt we knew

specifically what i. ought to to doing.

Au.-tbranaly,lis of the laws and programs of other states ties disturbing,

however. There v-is no correlation! States with lots of "good" mandatory laws

often had poor programs and states with :cw and periaixsive laws often had excel-

lent pnegrams. And many of the laws rem things we oi.d not vani., yet CaT30n3

must have felt that they would improve spo.e.ial education. The more we thought

about it, the more we deeidei that actual legislation was not the only tra -

and probably for most things wsnet even the best way. Good leadership seemed

to to what rade the difference. It seemed able to get good things done under

nearly arj circumstances, and poor - or nonexistent - leadoihip could rain oven

the best int,enons of the most mandatory laws.

Iv no-, oar group was in the ICCOSS of becoming a'political force. IPA: we

ware getting calls Iron people who medei inforiation about special education, in

Washington State. And those people included people who advice docision-nakc:0 -

and even decision- Pakers themselves! It vacnIt that we kiTwevertthing, but We

had put together a fair cumber of the pieces. And we wore willing to share.

Thdr11., for a nitrite, about sharing infon-ation. had cora tc conclu-

sions on tha basis of ttAt infcr,T ien. sharing it ought to lead oti,-vs to cons

to our conclusions - or at least head th-n in that direction. Isn't that

iriflu noel
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Our third report, puhlish,:d in June of ly70, vas entitled "Projections,

197C-1980". It .1:unaris our governanial involvcment at the federal level to

that )ine, and it sunmari'zes the latest state legislative h4Terisgs. It .

provides much fore detailed information al/out our state departnant of special

education, including an orgeni%ational chart and records of narrative interviews

with four of the chief executivas on the role of the departLent in the state,

their role within the dorartment, and changes vhich they folesee in the depart-

rent within the next ten years.

As a rePalt of our work, the five heads of special education at the state

c-lloces and uni'.orsities net several ti/:as to plan a unified program to attenpt

to elimin,': overlap and oanission in the training of special education teachers

irr the next decade. This plan is also included in our third report.

Since that time we have Leen inatrmental in getting a group of parents

of trainable nantally retarded children vho called 114ms:elves "Education for

All" together with the Executive Secretary of the Joint Coaaittee on Education -

the advisory con-Atte° of the Washington Stato legislature - to draft a bill for

mandatory special education vhich would satisfy both groups. Tin Eoorda will be

telling you the details about that.

Dick Lin v111 tell you about our active participation In the statvido

efforts to draft spacial certification for special education teachers.

1.10 have been doing things to 1.;:plove spobial education in L'asIdngton State.

Things that matter to kids, parents, teachers, adNinistrators - in fact, that

natter to everyone, really, since they serve to assure that each will cat what

ho needs for an appropriate education.

And I have benefitted pelbonally, too. Ey doctoul p/ogran has loon far

more than absorpton and regurgitation. I, who said only three years ago that

.uld never beco:e involved pith politics - and certainly not with fun:ling,
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have fowl' that nearly znythin;,, can ha interesting if you get to 1:rol; it

and have good reasons to naed it. I've learned to copy; with vague situations

in which I'm expected to precluce - an undescrihed product unciescribed izeans.

That skill re.ny transfer possibilities!

And, most important of (.111., I have rot mily active, interesting, and stimulating

people Iron all ovGr the country. This is of critical IF:portant because few things

are worth doing if you don't enjoy the people you are doing tnem with.

0:



MONEY BEATS M&M's -- AN IN-SCHOOL V,ORK&IOP TRAINING PROGRAM
.t3 A TRAINING TECHNIQUE

Vivian Taylor
Cloverdale Training Program

Bartlett, Illinois

To most of you, this is the "Age of Aquarius" -- however, it might

also be called the "Age of Vocational Training for the Retf.rded." In recent

years, accumulated evidence has shown that a far higher proportion of mentally

retarded rersons are able to become productive and work in gainful occupations

than was previously suspected. Whether the final result is complete economic

independence or working in a sheltered workshop, the fact remains that through

adequate pre--employment training, personal counseling, and post-employment

counseling, the fubre can be full of promise for the mentally retarded.

Many studies have shown the economic benefits in training the retarded.

The current trend is to emphasize the human dignity of the retarded person, both

as a human being and as a economically contributing member of society. I submit

that these two goals, economic usefulness and human dignity, are no; end results

achi eyed through a training program -- but, rather, should be incorporated

in the training program as very effective "techniques."

Many university students are currently demanding that the curriculum

should be "relevant," and take pride in the fact that they have been 'first' in standing

up to the establishment. Not so - the retarded are way ahead of them. They haven't

made speeches or marches; they have simply refused to answer or perhaps walked

out of the room.



Another word for relevant is meaningful ... which means 'something

that matters to me' which could be interpreted as 'that which makes me

feel successful or good'... or. in educational terminoiou, positive reinforcement.

This, then, is the key ele:cent in using vocational training as a teaching technique.

The Cloverdale Training Center

Class - other activities
2. Physical facility
3. Workshop atmosphere
4. Types of jobs

Labor Department Limitations

Time - Studies

t. Age
2. Wages - .ommensurate and piece rate
3. Records

Breaking down a task
2. Comparison to the norm
3. Re- evaluation

Successes and Failures

7



TA NATIONAL REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER OF PENNSYLVANIA

William F. W-rtman
Department of Education, Narrisburg, Pennsylvania
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William O. Streissguth
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Central Pennsylvania Special Education Resource Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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THE NATIONAL REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER OF PENNSYLVANIA

AN OVERVIEW AND PROSPECTS

The National Regional Resource Center of Pennsylvania (NRRC/P)

is a project of the Bureau of Special Education, Department of

Education, funded by ti-e U.S Office of Education. It has been

designed to serve the educational needs of handicapped children and

youth.

The NRRC /P will focus on the production of specific educational

prescriptions for handicapped 6.1ildren in Pennsylvania. it will

adopt a systems approach to help teacher:, with diagnostic prescrip-

tive interactions and to determine the cost and effectiveness of the

resources they deploy. The need to apply scientific methodology to

every portion of the educational spectrum has led educational psy-

choluyists, e.g. Gagne, to concern themselves with delineating the

conditions and processes of learning. Some, e.g. Hager and Trow,

have taken the position that the operational definition of teaching

objectives is necessary for the systematic management of learning.

E.D. Smith has been concerned with the application of PERI to edu-

cation. Finn and Briggs have attempted to apply the principles of

systems management to the use of educational media. Hclntyre and

Nelsen have directed efforts in the empirical 'esting of teaching

materials. Corrigan, Kaufmann and Banathy have developed models

for teaching, curriculum development, and the selection of teaching

materials.

'111



A Particular value of the systems apprach is its ability to

provide specific decision-making criteria with respect to the out-

comes of educational processes, providing objective and quantifiable

bases for deciding :4-lat a child has learned, how well he has learned,

and alternative directions fur further student development.

Specifically, the NRRC/P systems approach will provide a "De-

cision Tree" Liagnostic program for planning educational experiences,

and in validating edu-ational prescriptions for handicapped children.

Tne NRRC/P rationale is:

(1) to gather base-line evaluation data on all its er'ldren;

(2) to determine the relationship between such measures and

acadegli: learning;

(3) to determine where learning will be significantly influ-

ence' by special perceptual and cognitive programming;

(h) to carry out longitudinal behavioral studies so as to

effectively chronicle the basic behaviors related to school per-

formance; and

(5) to provide systematic evaluations of educational treatment

programs.

The NRRC /P alsp hopes to solve the chronic problem of providing

effective Instructional materials to special education. It intends

to locate and coordinate existing instructional materials for use

with handicapped children in Pennsylvania; to engage in their evalu-

ation, to provide individual consultation and In-service training in

their use, and to create new instructional materials which will meet

specific ,bjectives.

In its current structure the NRIti/P is designed to serve the

eastern ano central section of Pennsylvania; the same areas served

bv.the (astern end Central special educa.lonal instructional material

30



resources centers. The Eastern section has been divided into two

units; an urban unit serving the city of Philadelphia, and a sub-

urban unit serving Montgomery, Delaware, and Bucks counties, The

Central Pennsylvania section has also been divided into two units;

a rural unit composed of several counties in regional Appalachia

and a middle urban unit which includes suburban Harrisburg. Each

of the four units will have their staff diagnostic prescriptive

coordinators, psychoeducational diagnosticians, itinerant prescrip-

tive teachers, resource room teachers, self-contained classroom

teachers, assessment teachers, and their aides.

The project efforts will be focused upon the learning disabled

brain injured child. All children served by the project will be

screened before their involvement to determine their eligibility

for services, and also evaluated according to appropriate diagnostic

descriptors. .The latter will assist the NRRC/P staff In replicating

elsewhere s..:zcessful techniques for intervention developed by the

project in any of its units. Comprehensive psychoeducational evalu-

ations of all project children will be carried out.

NRRC/P psychoeducational diagnosticians will identify appropriate

criterion tasks and diagnostic tests to describe the handicapped child-

ren so that desired educational materials and methods can be selected

for them. The diagnosticians will work with itinerant prescriptive

teachers to develop criterion tasks that measure the project's expanding

educational objectives. The itinerant prescriptive teachers will prov.de

continuous information to the actual teachers of the handicapped children

in special and regular classes and resource rooms served by the NRRC/P;

this relative to materials and methods. They will observe and evaluate

the children's progress and teacher-chili. interactions during the imple-

men'ation cf prescriptions. They will crntinuously nonitor the child'.

:3
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achieveme.nts.

Resource rooms will provide alternative learning environments

(to those of special classes) for implementing prescriptions. Four

assessment classes are also planned, one for each of the units.

These will provide a variety of additional professional resources

for those cases in which no suitable disagnosti-prescriptive deter-

minations could be made through the project's usual diagnostic-reme-

dial approaches.

All project units will record the children's progress and

teacher's interventions in a format which enables data to be compu-

terized. however, each unit will be free to develop individuality

so long as they meet the general objectives of the overall project,

and all will contribute to tke central data bank.

Areas of Operation. 4

(I) Suburbia is a major center of activity for the NRRC/P.

its d4versity provides many opportunities to generate and test opti-

mal learning environments and strategies. (Montgomery County,

Delaware County, and Bucks County)

(2) A middle urban area of service Is also identified for the

project. Here many of the problems of big cities still exist in

miniature, and provide an opportunity for urban improvisation.

(Harrisburg, Lancaster, Dauphin, and Cumberland Counties)

(3) he urban activiries will be entered in Philadelphia.

It is representat:ve of most large eastern cities In the problems and

opportunities it presents. Its centralized operations can conceivably

promote efficiency of special education operations.

(4) t.ural Operations:

In thy: past, most special education state standards tended to



reflect one type of procedural arrangement for its entire population.

The urban crisis had emphasized that inner city populations may be

different in their educational needs. Little attention has been paid,

however, to rural special education problems. The NRRC/P believes

that there are certain assu-options which underlie a differentiated

urban-rural special education program. These are:

(1) cultural social differences generating different life styles;

(2) variations in language learning rules;

(3) variations in perceptual learning'skills;

(4) variations in the opportunity for special education par%i-

cipation, and

(5) a sparsity of population creating difficulties in tra-el,

program development, organization, funding, and the acquiring of

qualified personnel.

One of the goals of the NRRC/P is to exAine the similarities

and differences in rural and urban special education programs, and

to provide creative alternatives to one of the major dilemmas of

special education. ( Centre County, Clearfield County, Mifflin

County, arid Clinton County)

Measurement:

In accomplishing the objectives of this project, it will be

necessary to devise innovative measurement approaches which speci-

fically evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each child. Special .

education has had a long history but a short record of systematic

validated effort; much In the way of assumpticw and teories but

still little in the way of concrete facts; many exhortations and

recommendations but a poverty of orderly directed educational efforts.

13



In large part the above reflects the general state of the art

in educational research. It further seems to be a manifestation of

special education's many-headed orientation: towards medicine, psycho-

logical rehabilitation, etc. An orientation which has directed its

efforts and energies into multi-modal helping activities -- many

without specific educational goals and outcomes. And, of course,

its peculiar caretaking role has not been conducive towards educa-

tional achievement as has been shown by repeated and unfavorable com-

parisons of special with regular classes.

Happily, the Past several years and the immediate present have

shown increased efforts towlrd the improvement of instruction for the

handicapped. The regional resource centers and the recent funding

efforts directed towards learning disabled children are manifestations

of such commitments on the national scale.

While the NRRC/P will explore the contributiuns of any and all

plausible approaches which may enhance the academic achievement c( handi

capped children, one of its divisions (Southeastern Suburuan Pennsylvari

will emphasize a basically instructional approach to their academic

problems. It will emphasize domain mastery and criterion referenced

measurement. It will utilize a variant of the Caprehensive Achieve-

ment Monitoring (CAM) system, an approach which has shown its value

in general education. Specifically, CAM employs short tests (monitors)

which are given at short and regular intervals during the semester or

school year. Each monitor assesses retention of previously taught

curriculum, the acquisition of the most recently completed ulit and

samples, as well as pre-learning of curriculum units which have not

been formally presented to the pupil as yet. The course of earning

of all units being taught is comprehensi Tly charted so as to ondersta

ti I



instructional and learning processes and to provide guidelines for

their improvement. Because the children being served by the NRRC/P

are handicapped and present greater variability of problems in in-

struction than do groups of presumptively normal children, the CAM

system has to be individualized for them; hence the Individualized

Achievement Monitoring (IAM) System NRRC/P is developing. In addi-

tion to its being based upon individual children rather than groups

as is the CAM system, 1AM prescribes specific sequences of remedial

intervention for children who are not proceeding as anticipated in

their acquisition of anticipated curriculum in reading, arithmetic,

or whatever. In the utilization of the 1AM system, all instructio-

nal activities, standard and remedial, will be recorded, as to the

date, time, length of interval, specific materials, and techniques

used. This latter information will then be available for a later

actuarial ordering to determine the effectiveness or lack of effec-

tiveness of whatever and whoever was utilized in the training of the

project's children.

The Role of the State's Instructional Materials Centers

in the Project:

Pennsylvania has three instructional material centers serving

its special education programs. Thee are regionally oriented with

one (Regional Resources Center for Eastern Pennsylvania) serving the

eastern area of the Commonwealth, another (Central Pennsvivania Spe-

cia: Education Resource Center) serving the central area, and the

third (Western Pennsylvania Regional Resource Center) serving the

state's western regions.

The NIRC/P will be working with the first two of these well
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estahiished and successful centers which are federally funded efforts

of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Special Education. These centers over

the three years of their operation have successfully provided special

education teachers with instructional materials and instructed them

in their use. The Regional Resources Center for Eastein Pennsylvania

is particularly well known for its efforts in bringing research in-

formation to bear upon special education programs, and for its widely

read newsletters which are concerned with categorical types of handi-

capping conditions. These specialized centers become vehicles for the

transformation of NRRC/P's psychoeducatlonal prescriptions into concrete

classroom practices and widely extend the NRRC/P's opportunities for

reaching the special education practitioners, influencing them, and ,

most important, helping them e:'fect constructive educational programs.

Conclusions:

The NRRC/P represents a major national effort in the validation

of educational programming and prescriptions for the handicapped child-

ren served by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's Bureau of Special Edu-

catioo. Building upon and partaking in the rich operations of its pre-

viously establisher' instructional materials centers for special educa-

tion, the NRRC/P is becoming a vehicle for direct delivery of educational

services, methods, and materials to those teaching the handicapped. Com-

prehensive efforts at matching diagnostic data to educational effort,

at monitoring every aspect of pupil progress (and failure), o' bringing

instructional inforration to all special educational teachers in Penn-

sylvania, in considering the special demands of rural, suburban, middle

urban, and urban special education: This is the NRRC/P!
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Nrent-Community Relations and Communications -- Services to Help Child and Parents

Alfred L. Lazar
California State College, Long Beach

In recent years many individuals in our society experienced concern

about the pollution of our natural resources. My concern has been focused upon

the visual and auditory pollution that is being genera'ed, especially verbal

pollution. The purpose of this brief paper will be to familiarize the pared

members with a Taxonomy of Verbal Producers and to warn them not to identify with

any of these categories during their presentations and verbal interactionu. My

concern in doing this is that verbal pollution has proved to be inimical to

parent-professional coa-ounications, resulting in serious consequences between

all parties involved. Thus, the individuals on this panel, members of the audience,

and thc co-chairmen right well use this taxonomy as the basis for effective and

rellistic accountability for the verbal interaction that is aiout to take place.

A TAXONOMY OF' VERBAL POLLUTION PRODUCERS

1. THE OSTENTATIOUS PEACOCK: This is the professional who likes to use obscene

technical terms to impress peers And parents with his scholarship. This condition

is generally characteristic of newly graduated professionals who are insecure in

using coAlon language. Technical terms are used to impress rather than express

ideas in the communication process. Generally, after a period of time and re-

adjustment, humility and exlmon sense prevails, and the condition corrects itself.

liaro is rendered to p4rents in that they become frustrated because coarmnicatiens

lack clarity an' meaning.
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2. THE VERBAL PARANOIG: leis is the professional who speaks and thinks in

absolutes, and suffers from delusions that he or she has been annointed the

KEEPER OF THE TRUTH. Once a diagocsis is made or a decision rendered, parents

and other professionals dare not disagree. To differ would be sacrilegious and

dangerous. This is generally a one way transmission model of communications,

and authetication of the message sent is not required.

3. THE VERBAL BILLABONG: This is the professional who lacks any effective

communications skills or abilities. The major characteristic is that the

parents do all the talking without any meaningful feedback. This results in

parents becoming frustrated and turning to another professional for help. This

individual suffers from verbal vacuity, i.e. total lack of ideas and meaningful

verbal expression.

4. THE VERBAL PARAGON: This is the professional who suffers from verbal

veracity and because of moral disposition toward truth, accuracy, and precision,

may involve and counsel parents on matters before they are ready for such

revelations. This individual means well, but because of veracity, may hurt

parents with verbal confrontations.

5. TEE VERBAL PERPETUAL MOTION: This is the professional who suffers from what

is frequently called "Verbal Diarrhea" and is constantly chattering. This is a

compulsive condition in need of much research because the rate and volume of

verbal pollution is 2reater than for any other category. The condition is

dangerous to hearing and sanity after long periods of exposure such an

individual. Parents are made to listen and not afforded the opportunit; to

express their needs and problems.



6. TUE VERBAL NOISE MAKER: This is the professional who cannot communicate

meaningfully because of inadequate language usage. One has heard the expression,

"Words are the tools of wise men and playthings of fools." This individual

represents the latter. He differs from one with Verbal Perpetual Motion in that

no meaning is involved in the communication process. In contrast, the VPM

might be meaningful at times.

7. THE VERBAL SEE - SANER: This is the professional who is characterized by the

usage of an excessive number of "Yes, BUT, No" approaches in discussing ideas

and issues. The result of such communication ks that neither the parents or

the professional can make a decision. Tois might well be diagnosed as a verbal

schizoid condition. Parents will generally resort to another professional

after a critical stage of frustration is reached.

8. THE VERBAL POSITIVIST: This is the professional who views all life

situations in a positive manner and s.ould deny any negative aspects to life,

i.e. substraction would be eliminated from arithmetic because'it burs some

negative Figns, so would automobile batteries because they contain negative

charges.

9. THE' VERBAL NEGATIVIST: This is the profess.uaal who views all life

situations .n a negative manner. He or she is thP. opposite of the verbal

positivist. In th's case, addition would be eliminated from the arithmetic

curriculum because it involves p-sitive signs. The chief characteristic is

the traditional Gloom and doom philosophy of life.

10. THE VERBAL SENILE: This is the professional who makes excessive usage of

the expression "YOU KNOW" in lieu of the traditional and normal manner of

expressing ideas. The problem for 07e parent is they don't know what is meant

by "iCV KNOW." As a rule, constant reinforcement of "I DON'T KNOW PLEASE

DIM 1N" c, n correct Cho sii...ation.
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In conclusion and summary, your charge is to conduct a series of

verbal presentations and interactions based upon a pollution free

communication process. Should any of you become guilty and start to re-

present one of the above 10 types just cited, my major task as verbal

range officer will be to confront you with a counter-pollution weapon system

that has been developed but not used as yet.



People Are People Program

Nancy J. Arnold
University of Connecticut

Welcome, eager educators who are so motivated as to give up the Florida

sunshine! Did you ever think you could be so motivated? I want to put on a commercial

for you. I want to sell you on asking for a free sample. If after hearing what 7 say you

are interested in my product and write me at the address on the I-page abstracts which

will be here for you at the end of the session, I'll send you a free cody.

Now to bring on the soft lights and slide show.

(Show Slide 1, Cover of the People Are People Series) I have developed and am

field-testing a Social Studies curriculum package for grades 4,5, and 6 entit7ed People

Are People which deals with human relations and with majority-minority group interactions

generally without mentioning any groups. This slide shows the cover which Is used for both

the Teacher's llanual and the Student Note book. This four-unit program taking about six

weeks of teaching time is currently being taught in twelve iancr city fifth grade classrooms

in New Haven, Connecticut, with twelve inner -city fifth grade classrooms serving as a

control group. Pre- and post- measures will find the answer to this question: Is the

People Are People program effective is producing growth in human relations within

the classroom and growth in attitudes toward majority and minority group members of

all types. Correlations will be run between post-test :'cores and aehievement-scores on

rocord to see If the Students having the highest achievement scores show the greatest growth.

islio Slide 2. '''riangh, FRCC.5 A synopsis of the ok erall behavioral objective of
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of the People Are People program is capsuled in this sketch from th.e beginning

of the Student Notebook which tells the student that after he has done the activities

in his People Are People Notebook, he will be able to name some ways people can

look like this .... instead of like this ....

What basic idea does each unit cover? As an aside, let me say that the Table

of Contents in the Teacher's Manual lists in detail the behavioral objectives for each

unit and the activities by which to reach those behavioral objectives. But let's answer

the question: What basic idea does each unit cover? as we look at the picture for each

unit from the student's People Are People Notebook.

(Slide 3: Unit 1: Main Ideas: People Speaking and Acting) Unit 1 is called

Main Ideas: People Speaking and Acting. This unit gets the child's feet wet, so to

speak, by letting him realize how a person can get to know another person by speaking

and by acting and how out nonverbal actions can tell how we feel toward another person.

(Slide 4: Unit 2: i.lore About Pc,)ple and How They Are Alike and Different). Unit

2 is called "More About Pe, )le and How They Are Alike and Different." Here the main

aim of the activities is for the children to realize that people are more alike than they

are different. For example. nn the slide you see two clowns who look different, but

who each are clowns.

Two sound-filmstrips are shown. One deals with a Spanish-American boy who is

playing with the wind and all of the many games he plays with the wind - swinging on a

gate. flying a kite. for example. The other sound-filmstrip tells of a black boy and all

the ways he thinks of to play in the snow - making snow angels and snowballs, for example.
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After each, the children talk about the things they themselves have done to play

with the wind or in the snow. Maybe they did some of the same things the children

in the filmstrip did -- and they begin to realize that children everywhere are children

and are alike in many ways.

A record album of friendliness songs towards all people in general comes in

here, too. with each child having the words to sing with to the catchy rhythms which

have won praise from Oscar Hammerstein II.

(Show Slide 5: Unit 3: People Feeling and Acting Toward Each Other)

All these activities build up to Unit 3: "People Feeling and Acting Toward

Each Other" which is the climax. Here by activities such as role-playing open-ended

situations the children are exposed to the idea that they have a choice between acting

for a person or acting against a person. between speaking for a person and speaking

against a person. For example, the teacher sets up a situation: Suppose a new boy or

girl moved into your neighborhood. lie or she wants to join a neighborhood club you arc

a member of. You get to decide with the other club-members as to whether this person

is allowed to join the club. Can you think of a way the club-member c(iuld speak for

that [erson, could speak against that person, could act for that person, could act against

that person?

The children then realize that they have a choice on deciding how they will intet act

with other persons.

By the way, principals and teachers 1 have spoken with in the inner-city have

commented that they see benefits here for discipline in improving relationships among
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fellow classmates -- which all teachers will agree is very desirabb, to making our

lives more livable. Part of the pre- and post-measures in my field-testing is to see

whether this improvement in inter-relationships does result. Before the children

knew anything of the fact that they were going to participate in this new program,

they were given two pre-tests. The first was a modified Social Distance Scale by

Bogardus which is the most valid and reliable tIttitude measure in use since 1929

and which has also shown reliability in the .90s with both black and white fourth

and fifth grades. The Social Distance Scale asks the child to check the five groups

of people, the Japanese, Blakcs, Whites, Chinese, and Spanish-Americans, whether

he wo,-1d, for example, play with them or invite them to a party. s'o I hi v measures

attitudes to groups of people in general. The second pre-test measure a Sociometric

Measure in which each child rates each of his classmates as to how he .',outd pick him

in a given situation. Then comes the teaching of the People Are Peofle package and

we see if there was any growth In the attitudes toward groups of ix '')1 l it general and

also growth in interactions between the classmates.

(Show Slide 6: Unit 4: Things for You to do to Think ab gik, Thinking and

Feelings Unit 4 Is called "Things for You to du to Think about Pt -.11!e fhi.Aing and Feelit g."

This unit Is a tying together of all the concepts in the previcue uni The children discuss

in small groups a short story read by the teacher dealing with ge li^g-along-together

themes. Another act lvity has them write a creative story about :1 i animal

who IF different in some way. using ar; to depict this imaginal al .,-)ther

has the children put on a play which tell.' of a different kind of a:- 'nal d I )w the other
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animals reject him at first, only to become his friends in the end.

(Show Stich. 7: Guilford's Cube) All of the activities in the People Are People

program are based on ti.e Structure of the Intellect learning approach of J.P. Guiltord.

This slide s taken from Guilford's own book, The Nature of Human intelligence.

in the left hand corner you see in block letters the word OPERATION. Activities

in the People Arc People program tap all of the five operations of Evaluation, Convergent

Production, Divergent Production, Memory, and Cognition. In the middle of the slide

is written sideways in block letters the word PRODUCT. Activities are written into

the People Are People program to exercise the production of units, classes, relations,

systems, transformations, and implications. At the bottom of the slide, you see in

block fetters the word CONTENT. The two content areas of the Semantic (dealing with

words) and the Behavioral (Dealing with behavior) are the basis of the People Are People

program. It is within these two content areas that the operations and products are combined.

So that we combine Semantic Content with the operation of cognition in the production of

units through implications. Then we combine Semantic Content with the next operation

of memory in the production of units through implications and so on through all of the

operations down to evaluation. And the same is done for the Behavioral Content area

being combined with all of the Operations and Products. This sounds complicated, but

really isn't. The aim is to tap very many different intellectual abilities so that the chiki

will grow in man> different intellectual abilities.

I SDde S: Teacher's Manual. Student's Notebook. Theoretical Rationale) This is

all explained in more detail in the forty-nine page Theoretical Rationale which each teacher

receives. So that the basic ma'crials of the People Are People program are the Teacher's
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Manual, the Student's Mtebook, and the Theoretical Rationale. The Teacher's Manual

is detailed and not lecture-based. Rather the teacher acts as a guide or director of

learning for the seventy activits based on Guilford's Structure of the intellect. Each

concept in the Teacher's Manual is identified by a letter, and for each lettered concept

in the Teacher's Manual there is a corresponding let tered reinforcement activity in the

Student's People Are People Notebook.

( Slide 9: Behavioral objectives, 70 activities, etc.!

The Theoretical Rationale lists the uverallLehavioral objectives in terms of

the categories of Bloom and Krathwohl. Seventy activities arc listed according to the

intellectual abilities they are designed for in Guilford's Structure of the intellect.

Explanation is given of how a humanist curriculum theory is incorporated, and how

the affective, as veil as the cognitive domain. is exercised. Bruner, Piaget, and

Freud are quoted to show that children ages 8-12 can handle topics of human relations

in majority - minority group interactions. Explanation is given of ho,.v three learning

characteristics of the inner-city children are incorporated into the program: 11 motorie

approach to learning, 2) non-dependence on adults as sources of Information, and :1)

collective grow ;) loyalty versus individual activity.

(Show Slide 8: Jerome C. Brown's Classroom Cariooits. etc.)

1 would like to mention that the cartoons you saw were taken from .'Cl'01110 C.

Brown's Classroom Cartoons for All Occasions. Palo Alto. California: Fearon

Publishers. 1966.

So this gives you an overall picture of the People Are People program.
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After the data comes in, I plan to approach a commercial publisher. (The

research data on the field-testing of this curriculum package can be obtained through

the Dissertation Inter-Library Loan in September.)

The commercial is over. If you are interested in receiving a complimentary

copy of the People Are People Program for Grades 4,5, and 6, please write me at

address on the I -page abstracts which will be here for you at the end of the session,

giving me your school address.

So I hope this gives ycu some worthwhile information in return for your

sojourn from the sun.
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TILE ROUGH RIDER PIO GRAM

Anthony 1. Colletta
University of Connecticut

Is there an educational experience which causes children to come

early and stay later than they should? Currently in its ninth year of existence,

the Rough Rider Program is such an educational experience. The program

involves 40 seventh and eighth grade boys and girls from Newark, New .`ersey,

who meet after school and Saturday mornings.

Open to any interested student living in the Model Cities Area. the

RRP's philosophy is: "Accept their needs; accent their strengths." Children

are treated in a respectful and sensitive way by teachers, college students,

and parents, all serving as volunteers. who expect and receive much effort

in return. Hence. the program derives its name: "rough" because of the high

standards expected. The combination of accepting needs with higher teacher

expectation and variety of stimulating experiences, has provided meaningful

growth for many high potential inner-city adolescents. In seeking experiences

the second part of the name was chosen: the ehfldren "ride" to many schools,

colleges. hospitals. and theatres.

Teachers and leader:, are concerned with providing nourishment to each

child's concept of self. The self that in many cases has been fragmented by a

hostile city life. Individual growth is supported in every activity according to

the child's talents 'nd learning styles. Talents and interests are stimulated

and developed from polities to wrest line and from cheerleading to writing about

one's self. family, friends. and neighborhood.
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The talents and interests of the children have led to the development

of a one hour show consisting of: monologues, role-playing, interpretive dance

and song. Also the boys and girls all have an opportunity to speak into the

microphone, saying their names, grades. and favorite interests. The show

prompted one boy to remark: "Man, I diggirg myself." During the

past three years the show has performed fifteen times before over 6,00..1peopie

in schools and hospitals.

Instruction takes place on a one-to-one basis or in small groups. The

focus is first, however, on developing relationships: between child and child,

and between child and teacher. instruction is based on experiences the children

have had. Materials are purchased which are of high Interest level and can be

used individually or by a group. Classos are given in many areas: art, role-

playing, music, gymnastics, wrestling, cheericading, sex education, careers,

and charm. Reading and writing are integrated into each activity and are never

taught as classes In themselves. Further, opportunities are provided to build,

invent, and explor., through the use of various tools and equipment.

The children sell candy to raise money used to buy niforms, rent buses,

or pay for any act Mt les voted on by the majority. In the past, the children have

donated to community services, organized "Get out the vote" campaigns, and have

become involved in the community. There is no "hard" evaluation data on the Rough

Rider P ogram. since changes are baser! nn results of dialogue among parents.

students. and teachers. I:ow-ever. when asked how Model Cities money could be

spent effectively. one parent remarked. "Make another Rough Rider Program."
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RSA - Federal Concern for the Retarded
William M. Kelsey

Department of Health, Education. & Welfare, Chicago

The Rehabilitation services Administration is responsible for t% broad range

of programs designed both for the provision cf diagnostic, treatment, and

rehabilitation services for the mentally retarded, and for the support of

special facilities and.sctivities to expand and improve national resources

for serving the mentally retarded. These programs include the State-Federal

vocational rehabilitation program, as well as special project grants for the

expansion and innovation of vocational rehabilitation services; the improvement

of state residential institutions and sheltered workshops for the mentally

retarded; the planning and construction of rehabilitation facilities and

sheltered workshops, the construction and staffing of specialized community

facilities, and the construction of university affiliated facilities for the

mentally retarded; and training for professional, supportive and technical

personnel already engaged or preparing to engage in occupations in the care

and rehabilitation of the mentally retarded.

These diverse activities are unified by the common goal and objective of

assisting mentally retarded individuals to achieve and maintain the maximum

personal, social, and economic competence of which they arc capable. Underlying

these activities is the continuing concern for expanding the opportunities and

resources available to the more severely mentally retarded.

Recent years have seen dre:.atic advancer, in the prvvision of vocational

rehabl%tation services to the mentally retsrecd. The retarded now comprise

nearly 13% of the rehabilitated from all categories of disability by the State-

:7ederal t)r. cf rel:).itLt:.-:). In 1;'.2, ::',O7A7; (!t-Irte5

vcre rQ:1::oi1itAcd; ;r1

in 170.
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There. are L,any prcE.,3 utililng federal funds for the retarded. l'he

following on.as will give an overall view of their purpose:

1. Specialized staff working with the mentally retarded have been

particularly effective in the development of cooperative school programs

designed to assist the retarded young person to make a satisfying transition

from school to work. These cooperative school.prograns are found in many

communities throughout the country and have greatly strengthened both

special education and vocational rehabilitation efforts with the mentally

retarded. The cooperative program structure varies from State to State,

and the variety of approaches is extraordinary. In some States, program

administration is Statewide and in others there are individual agreements

with'individual school districts. Sone programs function only to serve

the mentally retarded and others include youth with all kinds of disabilities,

In some States, only vocational rehabilitation and special education are

administratively involved, while in others, representation includes vocational

education.

The number of retm-ded young people enrolled in cooperative vocational

rehabilitation work-study programs is increasing steadily as new prograns

are developed. These cooperative programs have proven themselves effective

in reducing the school dropout rate of retarded youngsters and have provided

a technique for continuous service to youngsters during the school years when

they are best able to benefit from them.

11. The program of Project Grants for Rehabilitation of the Mentally Retarded

is administered by the Division of Mental Retardation, Rehabilitation Services

Airdnistration, of the Social ani Pehabilitan



The purpose of project grants administered by the Division of Mental

retardation under the provisions of Section 1,(t.)(1) of the Vocational

Rehabilitation Act, as amended by the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments

of 1963, is to pay part of the cost of organized, identifiable activities

which are undertaken to contribute to the rehabilitation of mentally

retarded individuals Generally not eligible for vocational rehabilitation

services. Grants provide for expansion or establishment of prograris serving

the mentally retarded, application of new techniques for rendering services,

coordination of resources and information, and for increasing the number and

types of specialized personnel working with the retarded.

The activities undertaken should stimulate the development, and encourage

the utilization of community facilities -ulri services for the mentally

retarded such as.

(a) Establishment of special services for the diagnosis,

treatment, training, or care of the mentally retarded;

(b) Demonstration projects in the rehabilitation of the

mentally retarded; or

(c) Training, including inservice training and education of

personnel in all fields of disciplines which contribute to

the rehabilitation of the mentally retarded, through the

provision of training, teachinG, or traineesbip grants.

III. Since September 1968, the special rIK ita1 retardation review, abstracting

and information activity has been operated as part of the Division of Mental

Retardation/RSA, Social and 1:e'oal-,iliaticn Zervice; in previous ;Zr,

.-.cl-Acc, vas a ral.t of fcr !:;;'71 11111t1 7nrcl-Lr'ti'=7*



Because knowlek;c about mental retardation CO::.ACJ from many scientific disci-

plines and proir this tervice brill improve both research and practice

and thus have a decided effect on the prevention and treatment of mental

retardation.

To maintain this service, the Social and Rehabilitation Service under

contract with the American Association on Mental Deficiency, collects

current literature on mental retardation, writes informative abstracts,

indexes the literature in depth and compiles annotated bibliographies on

special topics.

IV. The purpose of the Student Work Experience and Training program is

to provide a motivating work experience in the field of mental retardation

to young people at a time when their career plans are developing; and to

attract such persons into mental retardation careers.

Projects may be conducted during the summer months or may extend

throughout the year whenever students are available for a specific block

of tine, and are not matriculated in schools.

Broadly, the programs may involve experience in all phases of direct services

to the mentally retarded, obviously depending upon the nature of the agency

or institution as yell as upon the student. Adequate supervision and

educationally stimulating or assignments are vital to achieving the

primary goal-recruitment of high caliber students into the field of mental

retardation.



V. Tha DeveloprIental Disabilities Act (P.L. 91-517) was enacted into

law October 30, 1970, and the staff of the Rehabilitation Services

Administration is presently preparing the materials and documents for its

implementation. This legislation authorizes grants to States for planning,

administration, services, and construction of facilities for the develop-

mentally disabled. Developmental disabilities include mental retardation,

cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and other neurological conditions closely related

to mental retardation originating before age 18.

The developmental disabilities legislation provides for the appointment

of a State planning advisory council by the Governor, and the designation

of one or more State agencies to administer the programs to be supported

by Federal funds.

Should time permit, other programs could be mentioned that serve the retarded.

The Federal government is constantly searching for new ways to serve the retarded

and will continue to do so as long as there are groups like yours who have a

sincere, dedicated desire to help their fellow man.
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Traveling in successful Circles, or

How to Individualize an fritructional Program

Gale L. Glenn

Butte County Superintendent of Schools Office

Oroville, California

As an administrator, I am concerned with providing the best educational

programs for my students but I am also concerned with developing a sound

basis for administrative decision-making. I find that the two goals are

mutually compatible, even complementary, for when a sound basis for

educational decisions and policies has been established, it is also the

cornerstone for outstanding programs. Current problems such as:

1. Ancillary personnel -- Are they necessary? What should be

their relationship to other staff members?

2. New methods and techniques of teaching (example, oral vs. manual

training in deaf education) - Which of there is applicable to our

programs?

3. Teacher aides - Are they too expenstve? What should be their

function?

4. Integration into regular classes - Who should be integrated?

When? To what extent?

can be met within a flexible framework. And a workable, flexible framework

must reflect the needs of the individual child, not the goals of a specific

program. Few solutions remain permanent; they will change as the student

population and its needs change. The only practical method of tailoring

education to fit the child, then, is to treat each one as a separate challenge.

It has been said that the education profession is guilty of engaging in

the "self-fulfillment prophecy" - that is, in oversimplified terns, that we

have forced the child into a niche and, consequently, have not been at all

surprised when Ke performed according to our expectations. Outstanding programs

cannot an do not function on that basis. Individualized orogranning is the answer.



Most educators agree with the concept of reduced class size to facilitate

individualized programming; however, too many feel that because their

children are grouped according to their common handicap, they also share

common learning chexacteristics. The too-frequent assumption that reduced

class size and homogeneous grouping will automatically assure success is

dangerously erroneous. Again, individualized programming is the answer.

The role of the teacher in individualizing instruction is, of course,

of primary importance; however, the administrator's role must also be

considered. First of all, he detetmines, to a great extent, the educational

philosophy of the total school program. The decisions that he makes before

a child even enters a classroom often determines the degree to which that

program can be individualized; for example, consider the use of the school

psychologist. If he is viewed only as a tester-recorder, thus limiting his

time to administering the basic tests required for legal certification, much

of the important supplementary information that he could supply to the

educational process is lost. He is simply a means to an end -- he gets the

child into a special education class.

Second, the administrator establishes the system on which the educational

program will be based. I afa going to describe the system that we have

initiated in Butte County to illustrate my point. One must remember, however,

that in the breaking down of any dynamic process into its components, much

of the interaction between those parts that occurs in practice is lost on

paper.

When we think of individualizing a program in Butte County, we think

in terns of a circular ur cycli-31 process. Now, individualizing the program

is not always the same e individualizing instruction; but individual needs

may be met in a group if those needs have been accurately identified and

recorded and are commensurate with group activities. Together the five steps

that we have devised to promote individualized programming form r cycle -- the
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"cycle for success" -- described briefly as follows,

Formal Assessment

The first step in the cycle is a formal assessment of the child. It

includes an appraisal of the child's physical, emotional, cultural,

psychological and educational background based on all available and pertinent

information. For example, although the reliability of the subtest scores

on the W1SC is rather law, we often use such information because we feel

that it is necessary for an accurate assessment. To ignore any information

can be more damaging than to use information that is in error, as long as the

possibility of error is recognized. A team approach is used which capitalizes

upo.! the Allis of a variety of disciplines.

Hypotheses

Out of the formal assessment is developed a set of hypotheses relating

to the learning and emotional charecteristics of the child. Let me stress

that we are gennating hypotheses which are only tentative they will be

tested and retested against the performance of the child. This tentative

hypothesizing is a concerted effort to MQVC away from the labeling of

handicapped children and to maintain flexibility. No decision is considered

permanent; therefore, it is entirely possible for a child to initially be

pieced In a special education program and at a later date to moved into

another, or even into a third.

Placement into the Curriculum

The hypotheses lezd to the placement of the ::11 into the curriculum

of a specific special education program. We employ a systems approach to our

curriculum stru:ture which, initially, proved to be threatening to our teachers.

They had difficulty in conceptualiAing their place in the total special



education program until they were provided with behavioral statements based

upon the normal developmental stages of children*. When they began to accept

these statements as guidelines, their task was more circumscribed and they

were able to begin to produce a sequentially developed curriculum stated in

behavioral terms. There were many gaps, of covrse, but it was felt that a

systematic analysis of these behaviors was an appropriate beginning. When

a gap did occur, teachers made note of it so that it could be dealt with

at a later time.

Two factors are carefully considered when placing a child Into this

curriculum -- his appropriate entry level and Eis temporal productivity.

Simply stated, this means that prior to the time of actual instruction, it

is determined at :tat level the child is functioning on the tasks that will

confront him and also how long he is able to attenuate to those tasks.

Such information is crucial, at a later date, to determining the appropriateness

of his placement.

Program Implementation and Date Collection

Once the proper entry level has been established, we are in a position

to begin the instructional program. One of the advantages to the systems

approach is that the behavioral statements lend themse.,ves to behavior

Gunzburg Progress Assessment Chart -- Primary Level, Level 1, Level 2;

National Assn. for Mental Health, 39 Queen Anne St., London WI, England

Young Educable Mentally Retarded Performance- Profile, 1967 and

Trainable Mentally Retarded Performance Profile, 1968;

Reporting Service for Children, 563 WestvLew Ayr!, Ridgefield, New Jersey

Pupil Development Proixess Scale, Pr. Alliam Oliver, Special Education Dept.,

Montercy County Office of Education, P. O. Box 851, Salinas, California

The Instructtonal Object:%es rxchange, P. O. Box 24095, 1.os Angeles, Calif.:

Mathematics, Reading, English, Attitude TcYdards School, Self Image,

Health Education, Ehysical ',.duration, Social Stu]ics, Science
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modification techniques. Inherent in the process is the need for systematic

observation of the child and :or recording his level of performance.

Evaluation

At this poiLlt, we have assessed the child; we have hypothesized about

his learning characteristics; we have determined the entry level of the child

into a specific program; we have implemented the program and have observed

and recorded what has transpired.

Our next step is to evaluate the child's performance in terms of our

original hypotheses about him. The time interval between program intervention

and evaluation will vary depending upon the difficulty of the educational

tasks and the learning capacity of the child. The evaluation is based upon

the amount of growth that has taken piece since program implementation and,

for this reason, observation and recording are the heart of our program.

As a result of the evaluation, one of the following conclusions will be

drawn:

1. The initial hypotheses and program were entirely correct, or

2. Thn original hypotheses and program were entirely wrong, or

3. The or:ginal hypotheses and program were partially correct.

It is rare for all of our hypotheses to be correct but, when this dies

occur, we continue the prcgram as it was originally written. On the other

hand, if we were entirely wrong, we generate a new set of hypotheses and a

new program: but we not' have an important new set of data to coasider along

with the information previously used. Observa.tion of the child's performance

rovides vital information in rehipothesizing and reprogramming. ;lore often

than 1,ot, our initial hypotheses and prouam were partially correct. In

case, modifications are introducc:J. These 1:oelifications may take the
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form of a change in the method or kind of reinforcement, or in "slicing

the curriculum into thinner steps", or in changing the materials and methods

used or in changing our hypotheses about the learning characteristics of

the child. Our experience has taught us that when a child is not making

the progress expected, the most common reasons for failure are that either

the task was not appropriately sequenced, or that an inappropriate reinforcer

was used.

With the completion of the fifth step, evaluation, the cycle is

complete, but the real work is only begun, The cycle -- that is, asaessment,

hyporhesizing, placement, implementation and evaluation -- will be repeated

many times during the child's school career, resulting in a constantly more

refined program designed specifically for him.

Conclusion

Every system has e. standard of comparison, Our monetary system is

based upon the gold standard; a religious standard is the Go7.den

What standards are used in the public education system? Here are a few of

them: (1) The mean, median and mode of the group for years have goided

teachers in determining whether or not a given child is functioning aa he

should. (2) The 1.Q. is a reference point, often the only one, for

deciding how a child should be educated prd whether or nat hc is functioning

adequately. (3) Staff availability and characteristics contCbute to the

type of educational setting in which a child is placed. (4) Financing is

obviously one of the milor determicunits of what will take p),e to the public

school.



All of these standards are important to the educational system, but

they all have an inadequacy in common: they do not take into consideration

the child as an individual. What are his strengths? What are his weaknesses?

What can he learn? What does he need? We educators can no longer be

satisfied with fitting children into the proper pre-set niches. If we are

committed to serving children, then we must examine the individual child to

determine the adequac:r of our efforts. Only by means of a never-static,

always-changing system of assessment through evaluation, or what I choose

to call the "cycle for success", can every child receive the education to

which he is entitled.



TILE YEAR OF THE CHILD

13ellenden H. Hutcheson
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, Boston

I am here tonigln to sopport your dedicated efforts with children and to

lay before you "The Year of the Child" Program which has as its goal ser,ing

the children in every community.

As teachers, many of you don't have to be told that the care of millions of

children in the U. S. who need public help is in chaos. The program for comprehensive

services for children proposed through "The Year of the Child" outlines new methods

to meet this child care (-lists.

Thirty-seven million children in the U. S, today receive fragmented, unbalanced,

uneompl:te and discontinuous services despite this nation's rich resources In professional

skills and medical technology. Prevention programs for the mentally handcapped arc

lacking despite the fact that of retardation could be prevented with our present

knowledge. Routine immunizations are not being given and pre-natal care for many a

mother is entirely lacking.

Over the past two decades the US has skidded from being ranked fifth safest in

the world in risk of infant mortality to a rank of 1,4h. just above that of Hong Kong.

This shows the nrgani7ation of services governing the child care system is hopelessly

outmoded. We must not be complacent about the infant mortality rate. The eircumstares

that produce infant mortality arc those which cause many infants to have a close call

with death. The complications of havirg these close calls result in many instances of



physical and menlal iiandicaps. These children later becinc!c:

as teachers.

We must change our child health care system. Society cannot afford In

be party lo the situation as It now is.

In unden,:anding and dealing with the child care crisis, it is essentW to

Identify those forces that sustain and are responsible for the present deplorable

state of affairs. Several primary factors seem relevant.

There is presently no mechanism to unite public ane private, professional

and lay interests in the service of children. Many of you know what is needed for

children, It you have no mechanism nr way to express yoursclves effectively in

your own community. tinder such circumstances you can feel segregated against

your will and frustrated. The mechanism is lacking for expressing your concerns

to other child - oriented professional and lay groups, Haven't you nol iced the need

for a means for real citizen participation in decision making &mut the affairs of

children In your own community? I've even heard of ;cache rs who have to get

clearance from the principal before speaking with parents.

In the highly competitive and self-reliant American ::ocicty of today, a

handicapped child Is all too frequently treated as a non -human Iraitant, rather than

as a :hailer ge to the advancement of human welfare. This kind of cultural attitude

tends to relegate the handicapped child to limbo and the teacher with him, There

must be teachers here tonight still trying to get their special dais out of the school

basement. If teachers and pupils are discriminated against, what arc the consequences

of racial discrimination on child care? Disastrously for s wkly., animosity and prejudice



is expressed by malignant neglect of certain ethnic groups. For this reason child

casualties in minority groups are high, but targeted corrective intervention is low,

Our American experience and the taming of the west has led us to excessive

pluralism. In other words, the self-reliance which was the hallmark of American

initiative may now be tending to isolate us from each other. This leads the

individual to feel that he oersonally is doing all he can to counter social injustice

to children. The professional disciplines obtain responsibility for a certain kind

of child, but thenwithout awareness, unconsciously isolate themselves and see the

destiny of the child as resting in their hands alone.

Many teachers experience this as a sense of isolation. Where are other

professionals whose opinion he or she might truly valve? Where is the consultation?

Where is the needed back up? Who supervises the indicated therapeutic medication?

Where is the social work help with the parents? The fierce hultvidualtsm which

served this country so well in the past now seems to be working against integrated

services for children. Today when the Integrated effort of educators, clinicians, and

other professionals is so sorely needed, the various professional disciplines must

freely abdicate a portion of their sovereignty or self - reliance for the sake of

establishing with others cohesive conmunity networks of children's services. We

must give interprofcssionai dialogue an opportunity and "The Year of the Child"

concept creates such an opportunity.

The child is moldod by parents, peers, and teachers, the teachers having a

unique and special relationship with the child. They, thus, have the potential of being

a powerful cohesive force in interpreting the (weds of the child to the community.
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W'e must indict that aspect of the puritan ethic which is punitive rather

than corrective, where poverty Is concerned and which prolongs It pernicious

presence among us. These then are the forces and conditions that can main' ain

brutalizing conditions during the growth of the child. Corrective measurer involve

getting into the community..with like-minded people and taking action for c

A caution about political reality. Have you yet learned law to In! .uenee

policy? How to implement social change? In a free society, anyone anti everyone

has a right to take a ley at Influencing governmental policy.

What organizational structures must be created for the benefit of children?

Change is being si vocated tto widely in the child care field that we must clearly

dcfire those principles which haw last ing importance as well as permanence In

the development, planning, and delivery of children's programs.

Defining and delimiting the geographic areas in which ehlldt en's services

will be delivered Is essential. This estahlIshes the administretivt and functional

unit for the emrdination of all children's services within its geograplic boundaries.

Massachusetts has 39 such human service areas,and the United Stri.es today has

approximately 1800 such units.

Slate government m ,st he reorganized and theconjoining of public departments

having eesponsibIlity for children must he achieved. Massachusetts has ac...omplished

this task and the human services concept offers a golden opporttnity to better the lot

of childrer. This same step is now being contemplated at the federal level.

Assuring active citizen part ((lilt ion in decision making' at the local level by

establishing citizen boards with adjonctive children's consortia is ol prime concern. In

f;'1



Massachusetts, the arca boards and consortia are ',vhere the action is. ft is

the local citizens groups -- the area boards and children's consortia that will

realty bring about a new delivery system for children':, services. Professional

groups, odueators, clinicians, professionals, and concerned parent's groups must

jam together in each community and speak w;th a single voice about the local need

"LIC the .tv,irements chit:iren.

Establi:,hed ac-our.iabilit) Nith eiar authority and responsibility for actually

7cloping a;v1 implementkg children's services it necessary. The amounts of mone.

goir, to each geographic service a, el wal nen br recognized and you will discover,

tuhately, t:41 It is present iy b^ing maidisiributed.

Ils.nces are just not being allocated by any ale( live criteria or community

reed. A corrective adminiM lye mechnnkm needs to be located right in the

community. where the problems exist.

With tl.e public sietor organized to meet the needs of children, the private

sector Is tied in with it through nor-protit human services corporations.

We are now really ready for ihe proir .sed revenue sharing and our cMidren

van benefit directly.

These are the methods of "The Year of the Child." They open a new way for

citizens to be inknived at the community level in implementing children's progrblos.

It can enable you to get things done for children in your oNv.i community. I urge you to

join the mainstream of the struggle so itiat you are not pitted atone .gahst a united

bureaucracy.

From concern about the environment we must now move on to.carti a more

intimate hurtaniAie comer -) tdr :he welfare of our chldrcn. The unmet needs of

I I .



children result in painful consequences not only for the child, but for his

community. Your efforts can bring about public awareness and positive action.

As children arc the world's most valuable resource... so they need your

voices raised in unit) to bring attention to their very special needs.


